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Consumers are more interested than ever in Bitcoin products from their bank. Our findings suggest that 46MM+ Americans own Bitcoin today. That’s more than 22% of adults over the age of 18. The increasingly widespread adoption of Bitcoin, with little involvement from banks, has caught many by surprise. Some banks may wonder if consumers simply don’t want to intermingle the two. However, our consumer research points to a vastly different conclusion.
We think it is safe to say that the Bitcoin “train" has left the station. But the passengers want banks–their trusted financial providers–to get them on board. The data shows that not only would consumers feel more comfortable buying and holding their Bitcoin with a bank, but that they desire BIGGER and BOLDER opportunities. NYDIG believes that Bitcoin + Banking should be SYMBIOTIC.
Banks can play a pivotal role in the transformation happening in the financial industry. Yes, banks can help consumers feel safe investing and storing their Bitcoin; it is good for consumers, good for banks, and good for Bitcoin. However, we believe that banks can play an even more critical role in the evolution of Bitcoin by making it accessible in novel ways. Up to this point, Bitcoin could only be acquired through investing in it or mining it. With the power of Bitcoin + Banking, Bitcoin can be made accessible in new and creative ways, like interest payments or rewards programs. We believe that a strong financial system is one based on equity and that forward-thinking banks can deliver just that.






Newsletter
Bitcoin for All. 
Insights for You.
Subscribe now to learn what’s driving bitcoin markets, track significant regulatory developments, and get the data that deserves your attention.
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LICENSES | PRIVACY POLICY

This website is provided for informational purposes only. None of the material on NYDIG.com is intended to be, nor does it constitute, a solicitation, recommendation or offer to buy or sell any security, financial product or instrument. You should conduct your own analysis and consult with professional advisors prior to making any investment decisions. Bitcoin investments have historically been highly volatile and are for investors with a high risk tolerance. Investors in bitcoin could lose the entire value of their investment.
 
Only certain NYDIG legal entities or businesses are regulated. New York Digital Investment Group LLC is not overseen by any regulator. Please see the NYDIG disclosures or terms and conditions for the particular service or transaction for more details. NYDIG Execution LLC (NMLS ID: 1781446) holds a BitLicense and a money transmitter license from the New York State Department of Financial Services (“NYDFS”) and NYDIG Trust Company LLC (NMLS ID: 1985471) is chartered as a limited purpose trust company by the NYDFS; both entities are authorized by the NYDFS to engage in virtual currency business activities. In addition, both entities hold money transmitter licenses from a majority of states and are registered with FinCEN as MSBs. No NYDIG entity is registered with or licensed by the SEC, FINRA, NFA, or CFTC. NYDIG Trust Company LLC does business under registered dba names in various states as disclosed here. NYDIG, NY\DIG, and NEW YORK DIGITAL INVESTMENT GROUP are registered trademarks of NYDIG. Loans made in California are made by NYDIG Funding LLC. Such loans are made or arranged pursuant to a California Financing Law license.













